INTERSECTIONS OF TERMS OF POLYCENTRAL SERIES OF FREE GROUPS AND FREE LIE ALGEBRAS, II
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This paper investigates intersections of second terms of polycentral series of free groups and free Lie algebras and derives bases for the lower central factors of the resulting factors.
Let G m denote the wth term of the lower central series a group G and L m the ideal in a Lie Algebra L generated by of products of m elements. Define G m>n = (G m ) n In [1] it is defined what is meant by saying that a basic group commutator is structurally contained in F m>n ; and what is meant by saying that a basic element is structually contained in L myn is similarly defined.
It follows from [1] Lemma 4 that the basic commutators structurally contained in both F m , n and in F Ptq are contained in F m>n Π F p>q . Let S r denote the set of basic commutators of weight r structurally contained in both F m , n and in F PΛ and let T r = jB r \ŵ here B r denotes the totality of basic commutators of weight r. Define T = UΓ T r . We shall also use S r , T r , B r and T for the corresponding Lie elements in L. (
ii) T is an additive basis for L/(L m>n f] L p>q ).
Proof. ( i) It follows from [1] Lemma 4 that T r generates F r (F m>n n F Pfq )/F r+1 (F m}n Π F p>q ) and so it is only necessary to show that T r is linearly independent modulo F r+1 (F mtn Π F p>q ). If r + 1 m n or r + 1 <* pq then this is clear. Hence suppose r + 1 = mw + s = pg + ί, for s, £ ;> 1.
Suppose a product Π of elements from T r is contained in F r+1 (F m>n n F p>q ). Then Π = ab, where α6f r+1 and δejF mι . n *V,.
Then by Theorem C of [1] 6 is a product modulo F(m, n; s) of basic commutators structurally contained in F m>n and also a product modulo F{p, q; t) of basic commutators structurally contained in F Ptq . Of course b e F r . Now from the uniqueness modulo F r+1 of the expression for an element as a product of basic commutators, it follows that b is a product of basic commutators each of which is structurally contained in both F myn and in F p , q , i.e., b is a product of elements from S r . However, T r Π S r = Φ and thus ZΓ induces the identity in F r CF w , % n F p , q )/F r+1 (F m , n n ί F(m, n; p, q) . If n = 1 9 then F(m, 1; p, q) = F m ΓΊ F 9tq and structurally contained in F m Π F p>q has been defined. Assume n > 1 and suppose it has been defined what is meant by saying that a basic commutator is structurally contained in F(m, k; p, q) for all k, 1 <; k < w, and for all m, p, q with m^> p. If q <^ n say a basic commutator α is structurally contained in F(m, n; p, q) ( = ί τ m ,J iff α is structurally contained in F m , n . If q > n (this forces q ^ 2) say the basic commutator α is structurally contained in F(m, n; p, q) iff a -[6, c] for basic commutators 6, c with 6 structurally contained in F(m, n l9 p, qj,  c structurally contained in F(m, n 2 ', p, q 2 ) , for positive integers n l9 n 29 q l9 q 2 satisfying n x + n 2 = n and q x + q 2 = q.
For a basic commutator α, use aΓeF(m, n; p, q) to mean that a is structurally contained in F(m, n; p f q).
(ii) If ae F(m, n; p f q) then a e F(m, n; p, q).
Proof. This follows easily from e.g., [1] Therefore c s+1 = 0 giving that αeL(m, n; p, q). Π
